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Flights of Fancy
By Michael Connor

The launch of Granta 111, a humorous evening at the British Library with Salman Rushdie, A.L. Kennedy,
Elizabeth McCracken, and Richard Russo, followed the Granta ‘Sex’ edition with the title, ‘Going Back’.
Sitting on the train later that evening, returning home, I considered the episode I would have penned, had I
been fortunate enough to be invited to submit. I settled on a very long haul flight taken many winters and
thousands of miles ago.
I then decided this could be the piece to launch Place Settings, the new food and travel E-zine; all the ingredients seemed present.

FLIGHTS OF FANCY
It must have been at the end of the 1970’s; I was a partner in an offshore company running
small scale casino operations. Highly successful, but a year or two in and it was all becoming
a bit mundane. I wanted more fun, broader horizons. So, on a quiet, rainy afternoon I dictated a sales
letter and, with a secretary, began faxing it to random opportunities around the globe. The scatter gun sales
approach. Expressions of interest came back, with firm invitations from a company in ‘Take on the
Canada and another in India – not bad!
role of the
The winter had turned cold and the thought of some Indian sun was all it took
to persuade my fellow director, Rob, to book the flights. My first trip to India, Bomdog and
bay, as the city was then known and I am told this is still the case with many of the losniff out an
cals rejecting the name, Mumbai.
Snow banked white on each side of the motorway approaching Heathrow. The advantage.’
first fall of winter, heavy, deep and yet to be dirtied by flying slush. Crowds of ticket
holders, intent on leaving, churned around the departure area, stopping abruptly every time the flight information board clicked-clacked over to reveal more news to prolong the stranded, in which Rob and I were becoming unwilling participants.
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The board strip stated it, the girl behind the desk said it, and a jumbo jet number Cancelled
of rejected passengers confirmed it. The British Airways flight to Bombay - our flight was clearly cancelled. At times like these it is no good flocking with the rest of the sheep. pix
And being a shepherd is also of little benefit. No. Take on the role of the dog and sniff
out an advantage. Analyzing the situation, not focusing simply on one’s own predicament, it became immediately apparent that departures were being announced and the roar
of jet engines could clearly be heard. So what was our problem? Why weren’t we flying?
Airline personnel were in hiding, not venturing out for fear of being devoured by
the demanding hoards. But patience and agility finally paid dividends. Cap removed, head
down, no eye contact, a young member of the airport staff was skirting around the far
wall, having entered from one door and heading by an indirect route to disappear via another. The youngest had been picked for the job nobody else wanted – whatever that
was. A moment before he disappeared thinking he had made a clear run, we blocked his way.
Well it transpired that planes could take off but not land, and that British Airways had nothing left on
the ground. Our flight would have been arriving from somewhere else, but couldn’t. Our best bet was to locate
another Bombay flight with a carrier who had a plane sitting on the tarmac, and get our tickets changed. Not
bad, no twisting of arms necessary. Information provided at speed before he could be identified and corralled
by the masses.
‘Airline
The weather was not going to improve, so Iraqi Airways departing in six hours – the
personnel only option – got our attention, and was pleased to assign us their last two seats. Not a direct
but only a short stop over in Baghdad. We had planned to arrive a day early to comwere in flight,
pensate for jet lag, so our meeting arranged for commencement of business Monday morning
hiding..’ would not be at risk.
How we came to get the two seats by the emergency exit with a clear expanse of leg
room I didn’t know, but it was not time to look a gift horse etc. In fact the space, if measured was sufficient
I’m convinced to park a large Shire. Both Rob and I carried far from slim-line briefcases, having taken some
care not overload our suitcases. Pre laptop and Power Point, a complete set of our operating layouts had been
crammed in, everything heavy had been packed in our carry-on bags. The extra space was again lucky, as the
overhead lockers were already stuffed full with hand luggage from three rows back. A good 50 percent of the
passengers were dressed in Arab garb and their sheer volume of packages, bundles and other paraphernalia
made our excess appear trivial and would have made many a souk trader envious.
Rob had fought his way through the feeding frenzy of roaming fast food fans during our prolonged
Heathrow experience, twice, to ensure that he would not be starved into eating the in-flight fare. And had secreted away a flask bottle of single malt, in case the religious laws prevented the service of alcohol, a packet of
crisps and a pre packed sandwich of pap bread and questionable content. Rob knew what he liked – his local
football team (which in recent times has gained fame for sliding into receivership) and a plate of egg and chips.
Me, on the other hand, always eager to experience everything on offer.
The take-off was smooth; the cabin crew were female and appeared to think the chat-up lines from
Rob were amusing. We left on time and the London lights sparkled in the dark like fallen stars. It was not long
before the smell of meths and a waft of pungent cooking spice alerted my nostrils to the imminent arrival of
dinner. Time passed and no food trolley seemed to be heading in our direction despite the atmosphere filling
with middle eastern promise. So before the loos became in demand, as is always the case once the food carts
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have been packed away, I decided to pee and reconnoitre the activity en route. The extinguished seat-belt sign
seemed to have signaled to everyone on board, the absolute requirement to mingle and rearrange ones life,
rather than giving permission if essential. Then I saw it. It was a first and something, despite the hundreds of
thousands of miles I have flown since, I have never witnessed again. Halfway along the aisle behind us a family
was hard at work preparing dinner. Maybe they knew something that Rob had only suspected.
The father, squatting in his robes, was vigorously pumping a hissing primus stove, typically used for
preparing coffee, whilst his wife, with the artistry of an experienced blender, added ingredients to the hot pan.
Further on, others followed the same pursuits – it was rapidly taking on the look of a Scout jamboree cook-out
but with recipes, meticulously created, that would not be alien in the early rounds of Master
Chef. As I retraced my steps along the aisle, drowsy children and over excited teenagers were ‘it was
being fed steaming morsels wrapped in flatbread.
rapidly
Back at my seat I was confronted by the back of Rob’s head, as he stared down at
the area of floor in front of our seats that had been empty a few minutes earlier when I set
taking on
off on my short expedition. A passenger wearing a galabiyya was, with clear irritation, pushthe look
ing our bags aside to make space as he unrolled a prayer mat. Then, to Rob’s amazement the
man knelt and began praying at Rob’s feet. Hands raised, eyes staring directly into Rob’s face of a Scout
on each upward motion. In procession, much to Rob’s on-going embarrassment, the ritual
jamboree
appeared continuous from then on, only the identity of the devout believer changing.
The flight, as far the cabin crew was concerned, did not seem anything out of the
cook-out’
ordinary. Food was served. I have to admit however, what the small selection of dishes held
I can’t honestly recall. But I am sure I ate it, as I am equally sure Rob did not.

Our first landing was no more than fifteen or so minutes late, which was encouraging. However, as the wheels came to a standstill the pilot was apologetic over the intercom informing
us that, due to fog in Baghdad, we had been diverted and had now touched down in Damascus. The wait was endless, punctuated only by prayer. Food, drinks and the circulation of air were all in short
supply and the heat was compounded by the reappearance of the primus stoves. Eventually, even the Arab
contingent on board, who seemed to have taken everything very much as a matter of the ‘only to be expected’,
began to show their displeasure as the first hour became the second. Our thirst was quenched a further hour
into the wait when the cabin crew distributed water and the assurance that
the flight would be commencing very shortly, and that we had been rediSpices pix
rected to Amman before flying directly to Bombay, as Baghdad was still
cloaked in fog.
We may not have been at the Jordanian capital’s main airport, but it would
be a generous comment to say it was somewhat sparse with facilities that
were approaching airstrip in sophistication. Stepping down onto the runway, it was then only a short walk across the tarmac to a low level building which contained what could have
been a transit lounge or an area which serviced all passengers regardless. But to say it was designed by someone
who had previously specialized in English church halls would convey an appropriate appearance.
The two staff on duty, and there were only two, smiled and were keen in their gahwaji role, to offer the tiny
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shwarma style savories or very sweet peanut sticks, small handless cups of Arabic coffee flavoured with cardamom and larger glasses of water as is the custom. As soon as one traditional three stringed tray was empty it
was immediately replenished. Rob partook of nothing, placing himself strategically
‘As sweat
under the ceiling fan and feeling he had been cast back to a scene only available in the
director’s cut of ‘Casablanca’. I think long before ‘passengers flying to Bombay, India poured down
should re-board their plane,’ was announced, which referred to everyone in the
his face, the
lounge, Rob had long since dived below his threshold of acceptable pain. Had there
salt turning
been an aircraft on the ground with any type of English wording on the fuselage he
his eyes into
would have paid every penny he had and hocked his watch to have obtained a seat.
‘Keep smiling,’ I told him, ‘you could be back in the UK in three foot of
bloodshot
snow.’ As sweat poured down his face, the salt turning his eyes into bloodshot holes,
holes, … he
and his shirt clinging to his torso, he seemed unable to raise the smile I considered a
seemed unable
joke of this calibre clearly warranted.
The bag strap was cutting into my shoulder and my resistance had all but
to raise the
ebbed away, when the porter, smiling, offered to place my heavy bag in the hold, as I
smile a joke
walked across to rejoin the plane. I insisted it was not possible as all my luggage had
of this calibre
already been checked.
‘You give it to me, I put it in the hold. No problem. Much easier,’ he assured me.
clearly
Complying defied logic. But it was unbearably heavy, truly I did not want to
warranted.’
carry it and if a fuss was caused, it might be that it would not be permitted back on
board at all and I would be made to leave it behind. It was ridiculously heavy. But the
original intention had been to place it on the plane and not to move it again until arrival at our destination. I
conceded. Watching the porter take it to the open undercarriage and as good as his word he appeared to place
it inside. I continued to monitor the comings and goings until the hold doors were finally closed, and I was
made to hurry. Apparently, it was now urgent that the plane took off without delay.
Enquiries into our ETA were not very forthcoming. The best we could achieve was ‘We are expected
to be on time, Sir.’ So we settled in for the long haul
Map pix
across the Indian Ocean, Rob feeling much more relaxed
with the reduced bouts of worship. The passenger numbers had thinned as some had made their onward connections from each of our impromptu ports of call.
My shallow sleep was ended by a change in the engine tone and some serious noise from the undercarriage.
Not the sort of sounds I had come to expect a short time
into a flight that was expected to last for a number of
hours. I had dozed, certainly, but had not drifted into a
near comatose state long enough for us now to be descending into a landing pattern over Bombay.
‘Will all passengers please return to their seats and fasten your seat belts,’ an authoritative voice on the intercom instructed.
‘What’s happening?’ I asked, grabbing the arm of a passing stewardess.
‘We are landing,’ she replied in a voice that seemed equally confused and rushed to move on to clear away and
secure.
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‘I thought we were going straight to Bombay?’

‘Hostesses with
hard to achieve
smiles thanked
everyone, as they
stumbled forward
to the exit, for
flying with Iraqi
Airways.’

‘So did I. But it seems the fog has lifted and were are going back to pick up the
passengers who were due to join us in Baghdad,’ she said before disappearing
behind a curtain.
The touch down and turn around that we were promised, compared to
the previous excursion to earth, was in a relative sense accurate – only a few minutes short of six hours! ‘We will not be disembarking at this time, as we expect to
be given a slot to leave shortly,’ was the message repeated on the hour, every
hour.

Had we not spent six hours in Baghdad we would not have
spent, on arrival in Bombay, the next six hours sitting once more in
our seats without refreshment or any cooling system other than the
open doors. At six am, minutes before the Iraqi Airways flight from London to Bombay
landed at its final destination, the porters at Bombay airport staged a strike. No baggage could be
unloaded and no steps would be wheeled up to the aircraft to permit passengers to transfer to the airport building. It took until lunch time for the airline, the airport authority and the porters to negotiate pushing the tubular steel steps the twenty five yards from where they had been abandoned up to the open door of the plane.
Hostesses with hard to achieve smiles thanked everyone, as they stumbled forward to the exit, for flying with
Iraqi Airways.
The queue, which Rob and I were pleased to be near the front of, moved quickly, as European passport holders presented their documentation, and only slightly slower for Indian nationals. I had begun to sweat.
Rob, passport in hand and an eye on a stand offering cold drinks a short distance away in the arrivals lounge,
was throwing everything he had left into achieving that goal. I was searching my pockets again, and then for a
third time with absolutely no success.
By the time I was confronted with the smiling face at the desk, it had dawned on me. I smiled back.
‘Passport,’ spoken in English with a local lilt.
I had nothing to place in the extended hand.
‘It is in my bag,’ I explained.
‘Well can I have it please. Your passport must be stamped on entry,’ he laboured patiently, not understanding
why I was not understanding.
‘My bag is in the hold.’
He looked at me now as if I were a stowaway or a member of the Red Brigade.
‘That is not possible. Stand over there,’ he pointed to an area outside a small office and at the same time nodded to one of the guards who were casually hanging around. They were armed and I complied, knowing I
would be able to sort the predicament very quickly once the
‘It was difficult to argue the
remainder of the arrivals had passed on their way.
It took an hour before I again became the focus of attention.
logic of my lack of passport’
It was difficult to argue the logic of my lack of passport.
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‘It is not possible for your passport to be in your luggage. Luggage is checked in before you go through passport control and your passport is checked again as you show your boarding pass.’
‘True. But my hand-luggage, which contained my passport, was placed in the hold by a porter when we were
on the ground in Damascus. No Amman. Yes, when we landed in Amman.’ I could see this explanation was
not moving my position forward.
Finally, after numerous attempts to persuade the group of officers who had
formed around me, now with little else left to do, of the true status of my passport, I ‘Why is this
came up with the answer.
not possible?’
‘I will go through to the arrivals lounge, get my bag, come back here and you can then
I asked,
stamp my passport, inspect my visa, and everyone is happy,’ I ventured.
‘No.’
peeping
I did not bother to question the reply.
between the
‘OK. I will go through and get my bag. You send one of the armed officers with me
and if I try to run off he can shoot me.’ I offered.
green clad
‘No’
men
The possibility of my remaining on the tarmac for the rest of my life now seemed to
be looming.
surrounding
‘My colleague is in the arrival lounge, he can get my bag and he has a passport, so no
me, for a seat
problem.’
‘This is not possible.’
where I could
‘Why is this not possible?’ I asked peeping between the green clad men surrounding
sit and grow
me, for a seat where I could sit and grow old.
‘The porters have refused to unload the luggage. Your friend will go to his hotel and
old.
when the luggage has been unloaded, it will be sent there.” One of the more forthcoming officers informed me.
The actuality of the situation then began to seep through. If my hand luggage happened to be linked to my checked baggage it would be sent to the
Old baggage pix
hotel. Rob would then need to bring it back from the hotel for me to be
able to be permitted entry. Worse, it is left unidentified, finds its way back
to the UK or is lost forever.
‘Will they be unloading soon?’
‘This shift is on strike and they have left. The new shift is not due to start
until 6 pm.’
‘So I have to wait here until
Immigration pix
6 pm before we can even
start to sort this out?’ I
asked.
‘That will happen if the new
shift does not go on strike
when they arrive,’ he
shrugged.
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The new shift did unload the luggage
and without any fuss one of the
guards wandered over to the plane
and collected it, before indifferently
sending me on my way in a death defying taxi ride to Juhu Beach and the
hotel.

We did not get a contract, but everyone we met was nice and treated us well
and I had made my first journey to a country I now love. British Airways reinstated our tickets for the homeward flight, allowing Rob a sigh of relief. I did very
well playing ‘teen pathi’, a local card game similar to three card brag, each evening after
dinner, having spent seven hours perfecting the game and losing two cartons of duty
free cigarettes sitting on the steps of passport control with the guards while waiting for
the plane to be unloaded.
Rob (not his real name by the way) did not lose too much weight as the hotel
served dishes in their restaurant that vaguely resembled something he might have
eaten in the UK if nothing else was on offer. Although, much to everyone’s amazement, he was persuaded to eat a plate of curry on the last day – but that is another
chapter.
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Well-written, original pieces
of 400-2500 words will be
considered. No recipes or
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Follow me on twitter ,,,, @michaelconnor_

www.michael-connor.co.uk
Look forward to hearing from
you.
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